equations in planargeometry admit a steadily propagating flameas a solutionfor everymixture. In the formercasethe solutions arecharacterized by a radius(r.) andin the latter caseby the buntingvelocity. The massconservation equationin a steady spherically symmetricsystemwith no sources or sinks, V.(pu)=0, wherep is the densityandu the fluid velocity vector,requiresthat u be identically zero everywhere. In spherical geometry, the solutionto steady, convectionfree diffusion equationsfor temperature andchemical species, V2T=0 andV2y,whereT is thetemperature andY the fuel mass fraction, areoftheformcI +c2/r,wherer isthe radial coordinate andq andc2areconstants. This formsatisfiesthe requirement thatTandYbebounded asr --)o_.Forcylindrical andplanargeometry the corresponding forms arecl +c21n(r) andcl + c2r, respectively, which areobviously unbounded asr _ 00. Forthis reason theory admitssteadyflameball solutions, butnot "flamecylinder"or "flame slab"solutions.Zeldovichshowed that foranadiabaticflameball, the energy andspecies conservation equations couldbecombined to infer the temperature at the surface of the flame ball (T,): Figure  8 shows that the actual flame ball radii are much closer to that predicted assuming this upper botnad for reabsorption effects rather than that predicted without reabsorption.
The gas temperature data obtained from the Ha-air test shown in Fig. 5 are given in Fig. 9 , and the chamber pressure and radiometer data are given in Fig. 10 Figure 11 shows the mean separation between the three flame balls seen in Fig. 7 as a function of time, and the mean radius of separation, determined by finding the radius of the circle passing through all three flame ball centers. The camera view (not shown) orthogonal to that seen in Fig. 7 shows three practically collinear balls, which indicates that in the view shown in Fig. 7 
The prediction of Eq. (5) with the representative parameters for Test #1 (T. -1200K, To = 30OK, O_o= 10 mm2/s, r. = 3 ram, Le = 0.2) are shown in Fig. 11 , where the formula has been multiplied to by (8/_3) w3 to account for the additional gradient caused by presence of three rather than two flame balls as well as transformation of the prediction from mean spacing to mean radius of separation. The agreement between theory and experiment is fairly close, and so may indicate some validity for the proposed mechanism. The flame balls were found to be much more sensitive to Orbiter Vernier Reaction Control System (VRCS) thruster firings than expected pre-flight. These firings produced a noticeable change in the flame 
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